We predict a magnetoresistance induced by the interfacial Rashba spin-orbit coupling in normal metal ferromagnetic insulator bilayer. It depends on the angle between current and magnetization directions identically to the "spin Hall magnetoresistance" mechanism caused by a combined action of spin Hall and inverse spin Hall effects. Due to the identical phenomenology it is not obvious whether the magnetoresistance reported by Nakayama et al.
The spin-orbit interaction (SOI) couples the charge and spin degrees of freedom of the electron.
1 In particular, the SOI-induced spin Hall effect (SHE), 2, 3 which converts an electric current into a transverse spin current, provides an electrical method of generating pure spin currents. The inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) converts a spin current into a transverse electric current or voltage, thereby detects pure spin currents. Both SHE and ISHE are bulk material effects. The functionality of spintronic devices is often governed by the interfaces between different materials. 4 At interfaces structural inversion symmetry is broken, thereby allowing the emergence of a Rashba-type of spin-orbit interaction. Recently evidences has surfaced that the Rashha term can be substantial and play a critical role in controlling interfacial electronic states and magnetization textures. Interfacial Rashba spin-orbit interactions (IR-SOI) can cause spin Hall-like effects in normal metal thin films without bulk spin-orbit coupling (such as Cu or Al).
5
The SOI can generate spin-orbit torques 6-14 in a single ferromagnetic film (FM) without an external polarizer [10] [11] [12] [13] and dilute magnetic semiconductors 14 with different top and bottom layers as well as in ferromagnetic metals. 6, 7 However, the microscopic origin of the current-driven magnetization dynamics is still controversial. An alternative interpretation of the experimental observations relies on the SHE 2,3,7,15 occurring in the NM FM structures. 7 In studies on bilayer or multilayer structures 6, 8 with broken inversion symmetry many other phenomena, 7, 16 like magnetization switching or domain wall motion, have been explained by either SHE or interfacial spin-orbit torques. 17, 18 Often the bulk metal 7 and Rashba SOI 12 depend identically on the angle between applied current and magnetization direction, 12 so it is difficult to disentangle their relative importance. However, because the SHE is a bulk effect, while the Rashba field is an interface effect, systematic studies of the thickness dependence may help distinguishing their contributions.
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A straightforward interpretation of experiments on magnetization switching and domain wall motion is hindered by the strongly non-linear magnetization dynamics involved. The magnetoresistance provides a much more straightforward access to the effects of SOI on transport.
The ferrimagnetic insulator yttrium iron garnet (Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 , YIG) has recently attracted the interest of the spintronics community. 19 Since no current flows through the ferromagnet the choice of YIG simplifies the interpretation of transport in bilayers. Nakayama et al. 20, 21 discovered in Pt YIG structures a magnetoresistance, whose symmetry differs from the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) and planar Hall effect (PHE) in magnetic thin films. This so called "spin Hall magnetoresistance" can be explained by the simultaneous operation of SHE and ISHE. [20] [21] [22] [23] While physically appealing, the interpretation of the observed magnetoresistance in YIG bilayers in terms of the SHE is not unique. A layer of metallic Pt turned ferromagnetic by proximity would also cause different magnetoresistance effects. 24, 25 However, experiments with magnetization out-of-plane show asymmetry that cannot be explained by bulk AMR, leading Lu et al. to call it a "new magnetoresistance".
26
In most basic terms, the experiments can be traced back to the broken inversion symmetry in these layers, irrespective of the detailed microscopic mechanism. The very simplest interface model would be a ferromagnetic 2-dimensional electron gas with broken inversion symmetry. Duine c.s. implicitly demonstrated angular dependent transport in qualitative agreement with SMR experiments. 27 However, a ferromagnetic 2DEG is hardly a realistic model for YIG Pt bilayers. Moreover, claims of the existence of a significantly magnetized Pt next to YIG have met some scepticism.
28
In this paper we predict a magnetoresistance with the correct symmetry in normal metal ferromagnetic insulator (NM FI) bilayers that does not require a proximity magnetic layer nor a large spin Hall angle. The interfacial Rashba induced magnetoresistance and the spin Hall magnetoresistance have different NM film thickness dependences, therefore it is possible to distinguish these two mechanisms, at least in principle. Another way to validate our predictions would be first-principles calculations that already identified interface-enhanced spinorbit interactions. 29 We study the charge and spin transport in a NM FI bilayer structure with NM film has thickness d and occu- pying z ∈ [−d, 0], an NM FI interface at z = 0, and an FI with magnetization M for z > 0 whose thickness is irrelevant when exceeding a few monolayers. The Hamiltonian of our system can be written as
where H k =p 2 /2m is the kinetic energy with the momentum operatorp and electron mass m, H M = Jσ · MΘ(z) is the exchange interaction of the magnetization in FI and spins in NM (for weak SOI 30 ) with J the exchange energy andσ the Pauli matrix operator,
is the confining potential of the NM film between vacuum and FI, Θ is the Heaviside unit step function. The last term,
is the IR-SOI due to the confining potential U C with η the spin-orbit coupling parameter at the NM FI interface, 5 where the sign depends on the interface choice.
We treat H R as perturbation to H 0 = H k + H M + U C and for simplicity take the limit U + → ∞ and assume U − ≫ E F , J with E F the Fermi energy. H 0 can be approximated as a modified quantum well in the z direction with width d when also U → ∞. Otherwise electrons can penetrate the FI by a depth t = 2 /2mU , hence the effective thickness of the well is d ′ = d + t. By the exchange coupling J the penetration depth becomes spin dependent: t s = t(1 − sJ/2U ) for spin-s with s = ± and the effective thickness becomes d s = d + t s . The eigenenergies and eigenstates of H 0 are
where ρ and q are the in-plane positions and wave vector, k ns = nπ/d s and k n = nπ/d ′ ≈ nπ/d are the spin-dependent and the average standing wave vectors of n-th transverse mode, E n = 2 k 2 n /2m and E nq = E n + 2 q 2 /2m, and |s M is the spinor solvingσ·M |s M = s |s M .
To linear order in η the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) is diagonalized by
where q ⊥ =ẑ × q,s = −s, andσ s ′ s = s ′ |σ| s M . The degeneracy in Eq. (1) is now lifted because of i) the exchange coupling with the magnetization in FI: the ε J term in Eq. (3) and ii) the spin-orbit interaction at the surface, the ε η term in Eq. (3). The latter does not depend on the barrier height U because a larger potential gradient for spin-orbit interaction and smaller probability of finding the electron at the interface cancel each other, which implies that the effects predicted here do not depend sensitively on the details of the model. The interfacial Rashba spinor dominantly mixes opposite spins in subbands with the same quantum numbers n and q.
The in-plane velocity operatorv
acquires an anomalous component. Therefore the expectation value average of the velocity over the state ψ
where the first term is the normal velocity, the second term is the IR-SOI induced anomalous velocity up to second order in ε η . The spin-± is boosted in the ±M ×ẑ direction due to the IR-SOI induced anomalous velocity.
Considering that the population for spin-± differ due to the energy splitting in Eq. (3), an additional charge current flows in the M ×ẑ direction. With the qualitative understanding above, we now calculate the charge current driven by an in-plane electric field E. The electric field introduces a shift in the Fermi surface δq = eEτ / , where τ is the electron relaxation time. We assume the bulk impurities dominate the relaxation, such that τ is a constant for all subbands.
31,32 The electric field-induced drift is reflected by the distribution function
The total charge current density J = e ns d 2 q g ns (q)v ns (q) is calculated by expanding Eqs. (5, 6) to second order in ε η , noting that odd terms in s and q vanish. The charge current J = J + J ⊥ contains longitudinal J and (in-plane) transverse components J ⊥ to the applied electric field. E = E xx , (a) then J = J xx and J ⊥ = J yŷ :
2 )(e 2 τ /m) being the Drude conductivity of bulk NM. Eq. (7) is our main result.
Eq. (7) depends on the magnetization direction, thereby predicting an SOI induced magnetoresistance (SMR). When the magnetization rotates in thex-ŷ plane, both the longitudinal and transverse components of the SMR oscillates with an amplitude of σ xy as a function of angle α, β and γ of the magnetization in FI layer in x-y, y-z and x-z planes, respectively. The longitudinal magnetoresistance depends on angle α and β, but not on γ, while the transverse magnetoresistance depends only on α, in contrast to the bulk metal anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR), 33 which depends only on the relative angle between the magnetization and the charge current, thus M x , i.e. on β, but not on γ. However, the angle dependence of SMR shown in Fig. 2 agrees with the experiments. [20] [21] [22] [23] The failure of our model to find an anomalous Hall-like effect is not an important worry because it is observed 34 to be magnitudes smaller than the planar Hall-like effect.
Since the angular dependence is identical, the origin of the recently experimentally discovered "SMR" is still debatable: it can be caused by the bulk spin Hall effects as well as by an interfacial Rashba effect. In principle, different dependences on the NM film thickness may be expected. In Fig. 3 , we plot our results for the longitudinal and transverse conductivity as function of the scaled NM film thickness d/d η . The longitudinal conductivity (solid red curve in Fig. 3 ) has a minimum at d/d η = 9/20 because the bulk contribution is proportional to d, while the IR-SOI contribution is proportional to 1/d. However, the conductvity minimum can only be observed for interfaces with very strong IR-SOI (large η) because d η = ηk F is smaller than the lattice constant for typical values of ηk 2 F ∼ 0.1. On the other hand, both the planar Hall conductivity and the longitudinal magnetoconductivity are proportional to 1/d, thus increase with decreasing thickness.
